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PickScan Pro
An Essential Tool
for every Grower

Who, What and Where of Traceability Packages.
Accurate Data Capture of every cycle from
Planting to Delivery.

PickScan Pro
The PickScan Pro System records the amount of produce picked by date, block, variety, unit and picker.
Cost effective and fast ROI. Free on Farm consultation and quotation available on request.
PickScan Pro is easy to use, multi-site, and extremely quick at scanning picked-produce. PickScan Pro has many
automation options, is intuitive, and offers comprehensive yet simple reporting. Onsite setup, training and full support
during the season is included.
Australian owned and
developed.

Regular updates to match new
regulations.

PickScan Pro is fully Australian owned
and is developed here with decades of
local experience in mobile data capture
systems. PickScan Pro has the highest
level of reliability.

Constantly evolving to meet changing
needs, PickScan Pro is updated to reflect
government regulation and retail-outlet
requirements.
PickScan Pro is regularly enhanced with
suggestions from customers.

Robust hardware in the Australian
environment.
The Mobile Scanners used with the PickScan
Pro system are built to withstand a drop of
1.2m and have an IP rating of IP54.
All scanners have longlife batteries lasting
up to 8 hours of continuous scanning, longer
in normal use. Your data is safe even in the
remotest of areas and data is not lost when
batteries are discharged. Note - breakage or
water damage may cause loss of data.

Printing of Barcodes built in to
the system.

Why you should choose
PickScan Pro?

PickScan Pro gives you the ability to print
all your own labels, picker, box or pallet. All
labels can be customized and printed in one
simple system, saving you time and money.
PickScan Pro can use all printers
compatible with Microsoft Windows,
including thermal, ink, laser and speciality
printers. In many cases PickScan Pro can
print to your existing equipment.

PickScan Pro is your number one choice
for your on-farm reporting and traceability.
With integrated spray diary, pest monitor
and quality assurance (QA) you can rest
assured that all your information is available
in one simple, quick and easy application.

Hero Features
PickScan Pro has an extensive range of built-in features.
Four of our most requested and used features:

Traceability & Stock Control
Full stock control and order system. Ability to trace all produce
back to every registered plot as required by export protocols.
Full stock control system, pallets in and out of system. Ability
to use hand scanner to create stock out or manually select from
pallet list. Ability to track pallet weight for export container
paper work.

Picker Information
Every picker has an individual barcode which enables data-capture
for every box they pick. This ensures accurate reporting for picker
wage payments and simplified payroll. PickScan Pro can allocate
scanned units to a pallet or create pallet-batches for pallet labels
and stock control.
PickScan Pro provides the grower with complete traceability, every
box back to every picker to every patch and every pallet -- all timestamped at every step.

Reporting
Simplified reporting. Individual contractor reports, yield report per
patch, variety and packed line, transport load sheets and simplified
transport paper work. Reports also cover all QA and industry
requirements for example: Freshcare, GLOBALGAP and Harps.

Spray Diary
PickScan Pro provides a spray diary, and customizable check sheet
templates as well as the ability to create any check sheet question
and multiple choice answer to enable quick and easy QA compliance.
ATGA pest monitor compliant pest monitoring is included to meet
government export requirements.

Why our clients love PickScan Pro.
PickScan Pro is designed for simplicity of use in single user sites
as well as multi-operation and multi-site installations. Ongoing
enhancements add value and not complexity -- ATGA integration,
freight forwarding capabilities, enhanced recording and reporting
of chemicals are features added in the last 4 years.

“The PickScan program changed how our business in our busiest time of the season is run in so many positive ways!
From counting the pickers boxes, to tracking our orders to comparing the varieties quantities picked and keeping our spray diaries
on track, this program has it all. Its efficiency and ease of the program was implemented with no trouble. Our business has
benefited financially and has taken stress to a low level.
We would recommend the PickScan program and Joe’s excellent back up service to any business.”
- Vince Natale-- Superfruits Robinvale -- VIC

“We installed PickScan before the Export began this season. It now provides us with:
•
•
•
•

Real time Inventory counts
Multiple Location stock & order management
Monitors transfer of stock (by truck) – from location to location
Allows real time updates of each order, pallets remaining, and loadsheets by PO

After getting customized changes made to the program, to fit our business, I can honestly say we would never go back to running
our export department without PickScan.
Whether it is our Freight Forwarder, Admin team , Export team, Marketing team, or warehouse staff in NSW, everyone knows what
stock is in the coolroom (and in which location), what stock is on a truck and what stock is already allocated to sales.
Joe and the guys have a red hot product – well worth a look! “
- Luke Cini -- Simfresh Gol Gol -- NSW

“PickScan Pro has now made stock traceability, monitoring and accounting a simple and efficient job on all levels. A job that used
to be done with a lot of manual entering of data and recording onto spreadsheets has now been eliminated, saving us precious
time and money.
Now with the use of PickScan Pro in our table grape business, having every single carton or unit uniquely barcoded with its own
individual sticker and then in turn each pallet barcoded, has taken the Stock traceability and accounting to a whole new level for
our business.
Set up and training of the program aided by Joe Cavallo was quite simple and easy, and his back up service is second to none. We
would highly recommend the program to any fruit grower.”
- Nelson Dichiera -- Ausbrand Farming Group -- Mervein VIC
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